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PRESSED BY COLUMBIA SPECIAL PRODUCTS
Cantor Yossele Rosenblatt
sings Cantorial Favorites

OTHER NEW RELEASES

GRC 74
Meir Levy
Sings Oriental Songs

GRC 72
Sing and Dance some Freilachs
with Seymour Rechzeit

GRC 68
Berele Chagy sings fourteen
Sabbath and Holiday Compositions

GRC 66
Gershon Sirotta
Sings a Holiday Service

GRC 54
Mordechai Hershman
The Yiddish Folk Singer

GRC 52
The Best Cantorial Works of
Mordechai Hershman

GRC 46
Aaron Lebedeff Sings
Fifteen Favorites Of
The Yiddish Theatre

GRC 44
Yossele Rosenblatt Sings
A Synagogue Service

GRC 40
Moshe Ganczoff & Sholom Katz
Two Master Cantors

GRC 36
Yossele Rosenblatt Sings
His Original Compositions

GRC 34
Berele Chagy
Sweet Singer Of Israel

GRC 32
Prayers Sung By
Kapov Kagan

GVR 30
The Golden Age Of Cantors

GVR 28
A Collection Of
Yiddish Folk Songs

GVR 26
Berele Chagy
In The Synagogue

The latest technical advances have been employed toest represent the original voice in both range and quality
of sound. Special engineering skills have been used to make
it possible for the Greater Recording Co., Inc. to offer you
a record of superior quality and the highest attainable
results.
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